Corridor Concepts

OSU Studio Best Practice Study of High Capacity/High Frequency Transit: Los Angeles
OSU Studio Project Description

- Utilize Corridor Concepts/ Regional Housing Study Ideas
- Parsons Street Corridor
- Identify high capacity/high frequency transit best practices
- Develop user personas
  - Social Demographic
  - ADA
  - Other
- Simulate user personas to identify issues and challenges
- Identify gentrification generators
- Determine appropriate transit treatments based on land use
  - BRT
    - Best for travelling long distances
    - Little economic development
    - Low risk of over-gentrification along route
  - Bus only lanes
    - Best for short/local trips
    - More likely a catalyst for economic develop
    - Higher risk of over-gentrification
Los Angeles Metro Map

- Subway
- Light Rail
- BRT
- Bus Only Lanes
  - Silver Line
  - Orange Line
- Bus
Wilshire Boulevard Bus Only Lanes
Wilshire Boulevard Bus Only Lanes
Vermont Avenue Bus Only Lanes
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